SCHOOL UNIFORM POLICY

It is a specific requirement of Macksville High School that each student on site must be readily recognised as authorised to be on school premises. This can only be achieved by strictly enforced school uniform that is worn in a way that is appropriate to a school. **Revealing clothing, offensive captions or OH&S risks are not acceptable at any time.**

Please note: When a student needs to be out of uniform, they must bring a note and dress in clothing consistent with our uniform dress code.

**GIRLS’ UNIFORM**

**Skirt** - regulation maroon check (Years 7-10) or green check (Years 11-12) fabric.

Following consultation with our community there has been a change in the girls’ skirt design. The previous design will be acceptable until the end of the phase out period - April 2016. As of April 2013 - all new skirts are box pleat (front & back) – elastic in back of waist band – skirt length to be 10cm above the knee.

**Tailored Shorts** — regulation maroon check (Years 7-10) or green check (Years 11-12) fabric.

**Pants** — plain maroon (Years 7-10) or bottle green (Years 11-12) long pants – (not cropped) same shade as check in skirt.

**Jumper or Jacket** — plain maroon (Years 7-10) or bottle green (Years 11-12) or school sports representative jackets and commemorative jumpers.

**Shirt** — plain white with a short sleeve and collar or MHS sports polo. Logos and artwork should not be visible under white shirts.

**Footwear** — fully enclosed footwear in accordance with OH&S requirements. Thongs and slip on styles are not permitted at any time. White socks or black pantyhose with feet may be worn with skirts or pants. **Footless or ¾ length tights are unacceptable.**

**PE/Sport** — MHS sports polo with black shorts (logo optional). Black tracksuit pants in colder weather.

**BOYS’ UNIFORM**

**Pants** — plain grey shorts or long pants.

**Shirts** — plain white with a short sleeve and collar or MHS sports polo. Logos and artwork should not be visible under white shirts.

**Jumper or Jacket** — plain maroon (Years 7-10) or bottle green (Years 11-12) or MHS sports representative jackets and commemorative jumpers.

**PE/Sport** — MHS sports polo with black shorts (logo optional). Black tracksuit pants in colder weather.

**Footwear** — fully enclosed footwear in accordance with OH&S requirements. Thongs and slip on styles are not permitted at any time.